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ABSTRACT
On the growing demands for fast acquisition of 3D spatial data to establish a 3D city model, model-based building
extraction became a newly arisen research topic in digital photogrammetry. Model-image fitting plays a central roll in
the model-based building extraction developed in our lab. In the approach, complex buildings are modeled as a
combination of simple primitives defined by the theory of Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). The shape and pose
parameters associated to a primitive provide a link between perception (images) and prior knowledge (model) of a
building part, so that the fitting method processes to determine the shape and pose parameters so as to fit the model
with the corresponding images. The least-squares fitting is performed in the photo coordinate system. Letting a model
of primitive be defined in a model coordinate system, it should be transformed into object coordinate system with the
pose and shape parameters and projected into the photo coordinate system with the known photo exterior orientation
parameters. The fitting is evaluated by the correspondence between the projected model wire frame and the edge
pixels extracted from the image space. By providing an approximation of the pose and shape parameters, the
least-squares fitting algorithm will iteratively converge to the optimal fitting. Two examples, fitting a box and a
gable-roof house, are demonstrated in this paper. Graphical illustration will be shown for the intermediate and final
results. The experimental results were compared with manual measurements using a stereo plotter.
1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of urban area, an up-to-date
3D city model is essential to establishing a 3D spatial
information system for many applications, such as city
planning, architecture designing, traffic transportation,
energy transmission, and even tourist information.
Although each application requires diverse spatial
information, buildings are the very required objects in
common [Gülch, 1996]. Thus, extracting buildings from
images whether full-automatically or semi-automatically
has become an intensive research topic in both the
photogrammetry and the computer vision communities
[Grün, 2000]. Model-based building extraction,
extracting buildings by fitting volumetric models with
images, has been recognized as a convincing approach to
efficient building extraction that could be implemented
in practice in the near future [Braun, et al., 1995,
Chapman, et al., 1992, Lang and Förstner, 1996, Sester
and Förstner, 1989, Veldhuis, 1998].
Proposed approaches to model-based building extraction
could be categorized into full-automated and
semi-automated methods. Full-automated methods let
computer carry out building detection, reconstruction,
and attribution automatically. Although high-level
processes operate at a very rudimentary level, an ad hoc
full-automatic approach could be achieved with
constraints under specific circumstances [Henricsson, et
al., 1996]. However, a generic full-automated method is
still far from valid. On the contrary, semi-automated
approaches tend to work in practice with the help of
human to take care of high-level processes. Our research
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is, therefore, with the semi-automatic approach.
This paper focuses on the theory and implementation of
the least-squares model-image fitting algorithm for the
proposed model-based building extraction. In this
research study, buildings are modeled by constructive
solid geometry [Englert and Gülch, 1996, Vosselman and
Veldhuis, 1999, Zhou and Li, 2001], which represents a
building with a combination of primitives. Introducing a
set of shape parameters and pose parameters to a
primitive can create an object model. In this manner,
complex buildings can be modeled by means of
regularized Boolean set operators among modeled
objects. The theory of model-image fitting is to
determine the shape and pose parameters of a primitive
so that projected edges can be optimally matched to the
high gradient pixels in the images. Because the matching
function is defined in the image space, modeled objects
should be projected onto the images to form the
matching functions. This paper will clearly discuss all
necessary coordinate transformation procedures for the
matching process.
For the concern of building extraction from aerial
images, the image orientation parameters are known and
the approximate shape and pose parameters are obtained
by manually dragging and fitting the wire-frame
primitive to images. The objective of model-image
fitting is to find the optimal alignment between the
primitive and images. Several model-image fitting
algorithms have been proposed. Sester and Förstner
[1989] proposed a clustering algorithm followed by a
robust estimation of model parameters, but it fits the
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model to only one single image. Lowe [1991] has
proposed a least-squares model-image fitting algorithm
applied to the industrial tools, but the objective is to
solve the viewpoint information rather than model
parameters. Vosselman and Veldhuis [1999] modified
Lowe’s algorithm to improve pull-in range, but they did
not clearly define the building models and the fitting
functions. In this paper, we also apply the principle of
the least-squares fitting, which minimizes the squares
sum of the distances from the edge points of the
projected primitive to the corresponding edge pixels in
the images. The matching function is not linear and
iterative solution is needed in practice, which leads to an
issue of convergence. Because some parameters might
not be well determined in the least-squares solution, how
to introduce constraints and what constraints should be
used will be discussed in this paper. Another issue is
how multiple-view images can improve the accuracy of
model-image fitting. A series of experiments will be
conducted to resolve this issue.
2.
2.1.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC MODEL-BASED
BUILDING EXTRACTION
Strategy and Workflow

This study follows the semi-automatic strategy for the
model-image building extraction. It differs from the
full-automated or traditional manual approach by the
interaction between operator and computer. The basic
concept is let the operator deal with the high-level tasks,
such as model selection, parameters approximation, and
attribution; and the computer carries out the low-level
works, such as the model-image fitting. It also provides
the opportunity for operator to interfere the fitting
process or edit the results.
The model-image fitting algorithm adopts CSG models
as the building model. According to the CSG, a primitive
may represent a building or a part of building depending
on the complexity of the building. A primitive base, that
is a collection of different types of primitive, is
established before the modeling. Thus selecting adequate
primitives from the primitive base and implementing the
Boolean operation among primitives can model a
complex building. The appearance of a primitive is
determined by the shape parameters, and the altitude and
position in object space is represented by pose
parameters.
The same as the traditionally photogrammetric
procedures, the interior and exterior orientation of the
photo are assumed known. Because the objective of the
model-image fitting algorithm is to fit the projected
primitive model to the corresponding extracted building
image on the photos. An interface should be provided for
the operator to adjust the parameters and display the
projection of the primitive on the photos. Therefore, the
operator can select an adequate primitive and
approximately fit the primitive to the target image on the
photos via the interface.
The manual fitting procedure provides the initial values
of the primitive parameters for the optimal least-squares
fitting functions. Then the computer carries out the
iterative computation of least-squares adjustments to fit

the primitive to the corresponding building part image
optimally. Having determined all of the building parts,
the whole building model can be reconstructed by
combining the primitives with generic Boolean
operations.
In general, the workflow of the proposed semi-automatic
model-image building extraction approach can be
divided into 4 steps: model selection, interactively
approximate fitting, optimal model-image fitting, and
CSG Boolean operations and modification. Figure 1
shows the workflow of this approach.
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Figure 1: The workflow of the proposed approach.

2.2.

Construct Solid Geometry of Buildings

Due to the variety of building structure, it is almost
impossible to categorize buildings into distinct styles for
representative graphical models. But if the building can
be decomposed to a set of simple units, there are still
regularities inherent in the building structure.
Furthermore, because the building is a volumetric object,
modeling with the solids seems to be the most intuitive
approach for representing buildings. Therefore, using
CSG to model complex buildings has been suggested by
many researches [Braun, Kolbe, Lang, Schickler,
Steinhage, Cremers, Foerstner and Plumer, 1995, Guelch,
et al., 1998, Lang and Foerstner, 1996, Veldhuis, 1998].
Following the CSG principle, buildings can be modeled
as a combination of a set of volumetric primitives. A
primitive and its associated parameters uniquely define
the geometric properties of a primitive. A primitive is a
pre-established simple shape solid, which determines the
intrinsic geometric properties of a primitive. Boolean set
operations, such as union, intersection, and difference,
are provided for the combination of primitives. Complex
buildings internally are then represented as a CSG-tree
in which each node links two branches of combined
parts. The leaves of the tree are primitives representing
building parts. Figure 2 shows an example of the CSG
tree.

Figure 2: The CSG tree of a building.

2.3.

Boolean Set Operations and Constraints

In the system, building primitives are determined one by
one. They should combine to form a complete building

using Boolean set operations, such as union (  ),
intersection (  ), and difference ( − ). For the case of
combining building parts, intersection is rarely applied,
and one primitive attached to another is a special case of
union that may be needed frequently. An attachment
operation usually should incorporate some constraints to
ensure that a connection between two primitives makes
sense. For example, a building as shown in Figure 3(a)
can be modeled by a box and a cylinder, as shown in
Figure 3(b). The bottom of the cylinder should attach to
the top of the box. However, it is not avoidable to have a
discrepancy or overlap in-between the two primitives
because of fitting errors or uncertainties. Consequently,
local modifications on one primitive or on the both
primitives are required if an attachment constraint is
incorporated in the union of these two primitives. In
order to maintain the intrinsic geometric properties, all
local modifications should be carried out by changing
shape or pose parameters.

(a)

(b)

3.1.

Definition of Primitives

A primitive is a pre-defined simple solid model, which
determines the intrinsic geometric property of an object
part, and is associated with a set of parameters that can
be categorized into shape parameters and pose
parameters. The shape parameters describe the shape
size of the primitive, e.g., a box primitive has three
shape parameters: length (l), width (w), and height (h).
Changing the values of shape parameters elongates the
primitive in the three dimensions and keeps its shape as
a rectangular box. Each primitive would be associated
with different shape parameters, e.g., a gable-roof house
primitive has an additional shape parameter – roof’s
height (rh). The pose parameters describe the position
and attitude of a primitive in the object space. It is
adequate to use 3 translation parameters (dX, dY, dZ) to
depict the position and 3 rotation parameters, tilt (t)
around Y-axis, swing (s) around X-axis, and azimuth (α)
around Z-axis to represent orientation of a primitive.
However, walls of the building are supposed to be
vertical in most circumstances, the tilt and swing angles
can be omitted. Unlike the shape parameters, the four
pose parameters are suitable for all kinds of primitives.
Figure 5 shows the parameters of a box primitive, the
X’-Y’-Z’ coordinate system is the model space, and the
X-Y-Z coordinate system is the object space. The shape
parameters of a gable-roof house primitive are illustrated
in Figure 6.

Figure 3: The building can be modeled by a box and a cylinder.

Attachment constraints for combining building
primitives can be categorized into facet-to-facet,
edge-to-edge, and orientation alignment constraints. A
facet-to-facet constraint is needed for side-by-side
connections of two building primitives, such as the
examples in Figure 4(a). When two primitives need to
connect side by side and some edges of the connected
facets need to overlap, edge-to-edge constraints should
be applied. Figure 4(b) and 4(c) are examples requiring
edge-to-edge constraints. Orientation alignment is also
frequently required to obtain a reasonable connection.
For example, a building with the structure of stacking-up
boxes inherits orientation alignment among the boxes as
shown in Figure 4(d).
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Figure 5: Shape and pose parameters of a box primitive.
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Figure 4: The constraints for combining primitives.

3. LEAST-SQUARES MODEL-IMAGE FITTING
The proposed model-image fitting algorithm follows the
“Top-down” strategy, which needs the prior knowledge
of the building model. The building model consists of
primitives and the primitive is defined by the shape and
pose parameters. In this section, two examples of
primitive models, box and gable-roof house, will be
discussed.
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Figure 6: Shape parameters of a gable-roof primitive.

A model can be described by a polyhedral structure.
Polyhedron is a composite of faces and each face
consists of several vertices. For example, the box
primitive, which is a cubic solid in the model space,
consists of 6 faces and 8 vertices. As shown in Figure 5,
it can be described as following notations.
Box={Vertex List, Face List}

Vertex List={ v 1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8}
Face List={F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6}
v1=(0,0,0)、v2=(1,0,0)、v3=(1,1,0)、v4=(0,1,0)、
v5=(0,0,1)、v6=(1,0,1)、v7=(1,1,1)、v8=(0,1,1)
F1={ v1, v2, v3, v4}、F2={ v5, v6, v2, v1}、F3….

x=−f ⋅

Coordinate Systems

The algorithm performs the fitting in the photo
coordinate system. A primitive, however, is defined in
the model space. It is necessary to transform a primitive
from model space to object space by introducing a set of
shape and pose parameters, and then to project the object
model onto the photo coordinate system with the known
exterior orientation parameters. On the other hand, edge
pixels extracted from the images should be transformed
to the photo coordinate system for matching. Figure 7
shows the transformation steps of a box from model to
photo coordinate system and the edge pixels from image
to photo coordinate system.
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The gable-roof house primitive shown in Figure 6
can be described in the same manner. Therefore, the
coordinate transformation of the solid can be out by
transforming the vertices. The transformed would inherit
the original face and vertex structure.
3.2.
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Figure 7: Coordinate systems involved in the fitting algorithm and
their relationship.

The primitive defined in the model space is a simple unit
solid, e.g. a box primitive is a unit cube which width,
length, and height are all equal to 1. The shape
parameters will elongate or shorten the box to the correct
size, and the pose parameters will rotate and move the
box to the correct attitude and position in the object
space. Table 1 shows the change of coordinates of the 8
vertices.
Table 1: Vertex coordinates from model space to object space.
Model Multiply After Rotation
After Translation
Ver. Space
Shape
(Object Space Coordinate)
Coord.
Para.
v1 (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)
(0, 0, 0)
(dX, dY, dZ)
(wcosα, wsinα, 0) (wcosα+dX, wsinα+dY,
v2 (1, 0, 0) (w, 0, 0)
dZ)
(wcosα-lsinα,
(wcosα-lsinα+dX,
v3 (1, 1, 0) (w, l, 0)
wsinα+lcosα, 0)
wsinα+lcosα+dY, dZ)
v4 (0, 1, 0) (0, l, 0) (-lsinα, lcosα, 0) (-lsinα+dX, lcosα+dY, dZ)
v5 (0, 0, 1) (0, 0, h)
(0, 0, h)
(dX, dY, h+dZ)
(wcosα, wsinα, h) (wcosα+dX, wsinα+dY,
v6 (1, 0, 1) (w, 0, h)
h+dZ)
(wcosα-lsinα,
(wcosα-lsinα+dX,
v7 (1, 1, 1) (w, l, h)
wsinα+lcosα, h) wsinα+lcosα+dY, h+dZ)
(-lsinα, lcosα, h)
(-lsinα+dX, lcosα+dY,
v8 (0, 1, 1) (0, l, h)
h+dZ)

Each vertex in the object space can be projected to the
photo by the collinearity condition equations with the
known exterior orientation elements:

where
(x, y)
are the photo coordinates of a vertex
(X, Y, Z) are the object coordinates of a vertex
(X0, Y0, Z0) are the object coordinates of the perspective center
f
is the focal length of the camera
r11, r12, r13, r21,… are coefficients of the rotation matrix defined by
the exterior orientation

According to the polyhedral structure, linking the
projected vertices can reconstruct the faces of the box.
However, some faces may not be visible because of
self-occlusion. By examining the vertex chain direction
of each projected face allows us to determine which face
is visible. Only the edges of visible faces will be need
for the model-image fitting.
3.3.

Edge Feature Extraction

The transformed model edges are supposed to fit with
the edge pixels extracted from the corresponding images.
In this paper, edge pixels are extracted using the
algorithm of the polymorphic feature extraction module
(FEX) developed by Förstner and Fuchs[Förstner, 1994,
Fuchs, 1995, Fuchs and Förstner, 1995], which can
extract interest points, edges, and regions simultaneously.
The extraction module consists of three steps: (1)
Classification of the pixels into the three feature types,
(2) Localization of the features, (3) Approximation of
lines and blob boundaries by analytic functions.
The position of edge pixels extracted in the image space
should be transformed to the photo coordinate system as
Figure 7 illustrated. By providing the known interior
orientation parameters of each image, edge pixels
extracted by FEX can be transformed to the photo
coordinate system.
The user interface of our semi-automatic approach
allows the operator to resize, rotate, and move a model
to fit the corresponding building images approximately.
This procedure would offer a set of approximate values
for the shape and pose parameters, so that the
discrepancy between the projected edges of the initial
primitive and the extracted edge pixels should be small.
Therefore, it is reasonable that the fitting algorithm uses
only the edge pixels distributed in a buffer zone of the
projected edges shown as Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Distance from the extracted pixel to the projected edge and
the effective buffer zone.

3.4.

Objective Function

That the fitting condition we are looking for is the
projected edge exactly falls on the building edges in the
image. It means that the distance di is considered as a
discrepancy and is expected to be zero. Therefore, the
objective of the fitting function is to minimize the
distance between the extracted edge pixels Ti and the
projected edge v1v2. As illustrated in Figure 8, the
projected edge is composed of the projected vertices
v1(x1, y1) and v2(x2, y2). Suppose there is an extracted
edge pixel Ti(xti, yti) located inside the buffer, the
distance di from the point Ti to the edge v1v2 can be
formulated as the following equation:
0 + di =
where

( y1 − y 2 ) x ti + ( x 2 − x1 ) y ti + ( y 2 x1 − y1 x 2 )

(2)

( x1 − x 2 ) 2 + ( y1 − y 2 ) 2

i is the index of extracted edge pixels.

The photo coordinates v1(x1, y1) and v2(x2, y2) are
functions of the shape, pose, and exterior-orientation
parameters, where only the exterior-orientation
parameters are known. E.g., a box primitive will have 7
unknowns: w, l, h, α, dX, dY, and dZ. Every extracted
edge pixel in the buffer may form an objective function
as Equation (2). Since di represents the discrepancy
between model and image, the objective of fitting is to
minimize the squares sum of the distances:
Σdi2 = Σ[Fi( w, l, h, α, dX, dY, dZ)]2→min.

(3)

Equation (3) is the objective function for the box
primitive. The objective function for other primitives can
be formulated based on the same concept but using
different shape parameters in function Fi. For example,
the objective function of the gable-roof house will be:

the partial derivatives of Fi with respect to the indicated
unknowns evaluated at the initial approximations. Δw,
Δl, Δh, etc., are increments of the unknowns applied
to the initial approximations.
Each extracted edge pixel can form such an equation for
the corresponding projected edge. Therefore, a visible
edge may have a group of observation equations. All of
these equations can be summarized and expressed by the
matrix form: V=AX-L, where A is the matrix of partial
derivatives and X is the matrix of increments of shape
and pose parameters. Once an edge pixel is added, it
adds a row to matrix A, V, and L. A box primitive, which
has up to 9 edges are visible on the photo, may have 9
groups of equations for one single photo. It is easy to
solve the matrix X by the matrix operation:
X=(ATPA)-1ATPL. P is an identical matrix if all of the
weights of unknowns are assumed equal. The solution of
X is the increments of shape and pose parameters. If any
element of matrix does not converge to a value below
the threshold, adding the increments on the previous
parameters to regenerate the matrix A and L, then
implement the adjustment again. The iteration continues
until the increments converge below the thresholds or
diverge beyond the limits. When the iteration converges,
the primitive parameters are determined and the model is
fitted to the image.
If a building is visible on multiple photos, it can provide
more observation equations. These redundant
observation equations sometimes are very useful
especially when an edge is occluded on one photo but
visible on another photo. All of the observations on
different photos can join the least-squares adjustment
simultaneously, and the matrix A will have the structure
as Figure 9.

Σdi2 = Σ[Fi( w, l, h, rh, α, dX, dY, dZ)]2→min.(4)
3.5.

matrix A
Edge v1v2

Least-squares Fitting

Edge v2v3
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In Equation (6), Fi0 is the approximation of the function
Fi evaluated by the given initial value of the 7 unknowns
- shape and pose parameters.  ∂Fi  ,  ∂Fi  , etc., are
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Least-squares adjustment is a reliable method to seek the
optimal solution, which minimized the squares sum of
the residual errors. Appling the least-squares adjustment
to the fitting function, the distance di is considered as the
residual errors vi. Therefore, Equation (2) should be
rewritten as follows:
0+vi = Fi( w, l, h, α, dX, dY, dZ)
(5)
Equation (5) is nonlinear and the unknowns cannot be
calculated directly. In order to solve the unknowns using
Newton-Rapheson method, Equation (5) should be
differentiated with respect to the unknown parameter.
Then, it may be expressed in the linearized form as:

Figure 9: The structure of matrix A when the building is visible on
multiple photos.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
To test the fitting algorithm, we choose two aerial
photos that contain a box-like building and a gable-roof
house in the overlapped area as the experimental images.
The photos are taken by the Zeiss LMK aerial survey
camera, which the calibrated focal length is 305.11mm.
Then the digital images are scanned from the photos by
photogrammetric scanner with 25µm resolution. The
exterior orientation of the photos has been determined by
aerial triangulations. Table 2 lists the exterior orientation
parameters of the two photos.

Table 2: The exterior orientation parameters of experimental photos.
ω
ψ
κ
X (m)
Y (m)
Z (m)
(degree)

Left
Photo
Right
Photo

4.1.

(degree)

(degree)

0

0

0

-0.570264 -3.279205 86.470850 168847.386 2544703.908 1607.693
-2.258786 -2.579856 87.264348 168839.738 2544338.512 1606.995

Fitting To Manually Extracted Building

To test the model-image fitting algorithm, the building is
measured point by point by an experienced operator on
the analytical stereo plotter. The edge pixels on the photo
are simulated by sampling along the linkage of two
measured corners with a constant interval. This prevents
the fitting algorithm from the noise extracted by the edge
detector. On the other hand, the initial values of shape
and pose parameters are given by the operator. The red
wire frame in Figure 10 illustrates the initial projection
of the box primitive, and the cyan dots are the simulated
edge pixels.

Figure 12: Initial projection of the gable-roof house and the simulated
edge pixels.

After 9 iterations, the gable-roof house fits to the image
correctly. Table 4 lists the fitting results and compares to
the manual measurements. The final projection of the
gable-roof house is depicted as Figure 13.
Table 4: Results of fitting gable-roof house to simulated edge pixels.
l
w
h
dZ
α
rh(m) (degree)
dX (m) dY (m)
(m) (m) (m)
(m)
Fitting 9.051 32.120 9.647 1.544 92.7084 169346.674 2544057.929 21.447
Result
Manual
Measurement

9.053 32.119 9.670

1.500

Difference -0.002 0.001 -0.023 0.044

92.7097 169346.673 2544057.928 21.450
-0.0013

0.001

0.001

-0.003

Figure 10: Initial projection of the box primitive and the simulated
edge pixels.

The box fits to the simulated edge pixels in 4 iterations.
Table 3 lists the shape and pose parameters after each
iteration. It is clear that the model has fitted to image
very well after the second iteration. This is due to the
extracted edge pixels are simulated without any noise.
Figure 11 depicts the fitted model by the green wire
frame, and the simulated edge pixels by black dots.
Figure 13: Results of fitting gable-roof house to simulated edge pixels.
Table 3: Results of fitting box to the simulated edge pixels.
l
w
h
dZ
α
Iteration
dX (m) dY (m)
(m) (m) (m) (degree)
(m)
6.352 25.161 16.723 4.9823 169208.405 2544551.976 20.654
1
6.385 25.092 16.560 4.7672 169208.357 2544551.962 21.164
2
6.384 25.090 16.562 4.7614 169208.356 2544551.962 21.169
3
6.384 25.090 16.562 4.7613 169208.356 2544551.962 21.169
4
Manual
6.403 25.064 16.591 4.5146 169208.334 2544551.950 21.200
Measurement
0.022
0.012
-0.031
Difference -0.019 0.026 -0.029 0.2467

Figure 11: Results of fitting a box to the simulated edge pixels.

The gabble-roof house is the other common-used
primitive in our experimental area. It has an additional
parameter: rh to represent the height of the ridge.
Therefore, we choose another building in the images to
test the fitting algorithm. In Figure 12, the black wire
frame is the initial projection of the gabble-roof house
and the yellow dots are the simulated edge pixels.

4.2.

Buffer Range Tests

The size of buffer determines the searching range of the
extracted edge pixels. The wider buffer range provides
the larger pull-in range. However, it will increase the
probability being affected by the noise or matched to the
adjacent edge. Narrow buffer reduces the disturbance of
the noise, but the pull-in range will be reduced, too. It is
very difficult to find a common size of buffer range that
is suitable for all circumstances. Therefore, we designed
a series of experiments to evaluate the influence of the
buffer range. According to the evaluation, we suggest
using a dynamic buffer that will gradually reduce its
range after each iteration.
At first, a wide buffer range of 0.35mm is given for the
matching area. Figure 14 illustrate the extracted edge
pixels in the buffer and the initial projection of the box.
After 17 iterations, the parameters have not tended to
converge and the fitting results are still poor, see Figure
15. Disturbance from the noise pixels results in the
projected edge being difficult to find a best matched
position.

Figure 17: Fitting results of the box with dynamic buffer.
Figure 14: Initial projection of the box and extracted pixels in wide buffer.

For the test of fitting gable-roof house, we also adopted
the dynamic buffer. In Figure 18, the wire-frame
illustrates the initial projection of the gable-roof house
and the dots represent the extracted pixels. After 20
iterations, the projection of gable-roof house primitive
converged to the house on the photo successfully as
shown in Figure 19. The final results are listed in the
Table 6.

Figure 15: Fitting results of the box with wide buffer.

A narrow buffer of 0.08mm is given in the second
experiment, but the initial shape and pose parameters
remain the same. Because the initial values of primitive
parameters are not accurate enough, the projected edge
can barely find the corresponding building edge pixels
within the buffer. Therefore, the iteration diverges and
the fitting results are worse, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure18: Initial projection of the gable-roof house and the extracted
pixels.

Figure 16: Fitting results of the box with narrow buffer.

Since the fix size buffer cannot fulfill the requirements
of the fitting, we adopted the dynamic buffer. The
concept is very simple: using wider range for initial
search and narrower range to help convergence. It means
that the buffer range should be decreased gradually with
respect to the iterations. Table 5 lists all of the
parameters during the iterations, and the fitting results
are compared to the manual measurements. All the
parameters, except for h, are derived within ±0.18m
accuracy. Figure 17 illustrates the encouraging results.
Table 5: Fitting results of the box with dynamic buffer.
Iterations l (m) w (m) h (m) α
dX (m)
dY (m)
(degree)

dZ
(m)

1

7.235 24.738 15.221 6.0965 169208.838 2544552.792 23.495

3

6.921 24.635 15.181 4.0850 169209.041 2544552.386 22.583

5

6.750 24.834 15.453 1.8771 169209.299 2544552.001 22.909

7

6.560 24.889 16.386 1.7552 169209.384 2544551.931 21.828

9

6.447 24.905 16.859 2.0609 169209.302 2544551.934 21.407

11

6.344 24.902 17.101 2.3622 169209.241 2544551.956 21.185

13

6.264 24.896 17.200 2.6384 169209.169 2544551.981 21.101

15

6.238 24.888 17.212 2.8968 169209.070 2544552.005 21.135

17

6.207 24.894 17.073 3.3794 169208.905 2544552.037 21.242

19

6.278 24.895 16.857 4.3088 169208.575 2544552.103 21.397

20

6.285 24.899 16.976 4.6112 169208.481 2544552.119 21.301

Manual
Measurement 6.403 25.064 16.591 4.5146 169208.334 2544551.950 21.200

Difference -0.118 -0.175 0.3845 0.0966

0.147

0.169

0.101

Figure 19: Fitting results of the gable-roof house after 20 iterations.
Table 6: Fitting results of the gable-roof house.
w
h
rh
α
l (m)
dX (m) dY (m)
(m) (m) (m) (degree)
Fitting
Result

8.928 31.997 10.246 1.398

dZ
(m)

92.581 169346.466 2544057.869 21.154

Manual
9.053 32.119 9.670 1.500 92.710 169346.673 2544057.928 21.450
Measurement
-0.059 -0.296
Difference -0.125 -0.122 0.576 -0.102 -0.129 -0.207

5. CONCLUSIONS
Model-based building extraction has been approved to
be an efficient approach to extracting 3D spatial
information and reconstructing 3D building models. The
model and the fitting algorithm are two major issues of
the model-based building extraction. In this paper, we
suggest the use of CSG to model a building by
combining primitives with Boolean set operations. The
CSG model is preferable than polyhedral model because
it is able to decompose a complex solid into several
primitives, which simplifies the description of building
model by associating to the shape and pose parameters.

The proposed model-image fitting algorithm is based on
the least-squares adjustments, which is a well-known
method to pursue the optimal solution. The fitting results
are in the form of shape and pose parameters, thus the
building model can be reconstructed directly.
To examine the model-image fitting algorithm, we
designed a series of experiments. The experiments turn
out to be successful and prove the feasibility of the
proposed fitting algorithm. This means that it can release
the operator from tedious point measurement and
efficiently delivers precise and reliable results. The
further research for the pull-in range and the constraints
over observations in the adjustment is still carrying on in
our lab. An alternative fitting algorithms, genetic
algorithm, will be evaluated to increase the pull-in range
of the fitting.
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